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ABSTRACT

The cytoskeletal network of most mammalian cells includes three
major types of filamentous systems:
microfilaments,
intermediate
filaments (IF) and microtubules with respective diameters of 6nm, 8 lOnm and 25nm. Each of these filamentous systems is assembled from
only one or two different subunits.
The proteins that form these
filaments are all encoded by multigene families, the members of which
are differentially expressed in different tissues.
While the protein
sequences of actins and tubulins (which form microfilaments and
microtubules, respectively) are highly conserved, the IF proteins show a
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much higher degree of diversity both in their sequences and the length of
the polypeptide chains (Mr = 40-140K). Despite their diversity, the ultrastructures of the filaments formed by the different IF proteins are highly
similar and these all resemble the structure of the microfibrils which
form the backbone of such epidermal appendages as wool and hair.
Analyses of the sequences of IF proteins and the microfibrillar orkeratins
indicate that within the central 300 residues of these proteins there is a
remarkable conservation of cx-helical structural domains despite the
divergence of sequences in this region. The IF proteins can be categorized
into three major families on the basis of sequence homology in this
central region: 1) type I keratins, 2) type II keratins, and 3) desmin,
vimentin, glial filament protein and neurofilament proteins. The sequence
homology within each group is > 5 0 * , while between groups it is 2 4 - 3 5 * .
The terminal sequences on both sides of the central region are even more
variable and the size heterogeneity among IF proteins is a result of the
differences in the length of these terminal regions. The conservation of
structural features despite diversity of the IF protein sequences and the
juxtaposition of hyper-variable terminal sequences with relatively
constant domains provide valuable data and pose intriguing questions about
the mechanisms of evolutionary change.

I.

INTRODUCTION
The cytoskeletal network of most mammalian cells includes three

major

types

of

filamentous

systems:

microfilaments,

intermediate

filaments (IF) and microtubules with respective diameters of 6nm, 8 lOnm and 25nm.

Each of these filamentous syterns is assembled from

only one or two different subunits.

The proteins that form these

filaments are all encoded by multigene families, the members of which
are differentially expressed in different tissues.
sequences of

actins

and tubulins

(which

form

While the

protein

microfilaments

and

microtubules, respectively) are highly conserved, the IF proteins show a
much higher degree of diversity both in their sequences and the length of
the polypeptide chains (M r 40,000-140,000).

Here, we shall present an
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overview of our current knowledge of the sequence and structural relatedness of this most divergent group of cytoskeletal proteins and their genes.

II.

MULTIPLICITY OF IF PROTEINS AND THEIR STRUCTURAL
RELATIONSHIP

In mammalian organisms the total number of

distinct

proteins

capable of forming IF in different tissues and at different stages of
development may be at least 20-30 (Lazarides, 1982). The expression of
subsets of this group of proteins is generally limited to specific types of
tissues:

keratins are expressed in epithelial cells, desmin in muscle

cells, glial filament protein (GFP) in glial cells, neurofilament proteins
(NFP) in neurons, and vimentin in mesenchymal cells and many other
tissues.

However, the IF proteins cannot all be grouped into strict

categories based on their tissue specificity of expression as some of the
IF proteins (especially vimentin together with others) coexist in different
tissues, and the spectrum of IF proteins in a specific tissue may change
during development and differentiation (Gard et al., 1979; Franke et

al.,

1982; Lazarides, 1982; Sharp et al., 1982; Granger and Lazarides, 1983;
Lane et al., 1983; Ben-Zeev, 1984; Holthofer et al., 1984). Proteins and
genomic sequences that represent all of these five groups of IF proteins
have been detected in all vertebrates examined to date (Fuchs and Marchuk,
1983; Quax et al., 1984; Lewis et at., 1984; Lewis and Cowan, 1985).
There is immunological evidence that vimentin related polypeptides may
also exist in invertebrates (Walter and Biessmarm, 1984).

Using cDNA

probes, sequences homologous to the mRNAs of some IF proteins have been
detected in organisms lower than the vertebrates; however, until the
nature of the proteins coded by these sequences is established, these
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remain as tentative indications for

the presence of

IF proteins

in

invertebrates (Fuchs and Marchuk, 1983).
Among the IF proteins, the keratins represent the largest and the
most diverse group. The keratins which form IF are highly homologous to
the keratins which form the backbone of such epidermal appendages as
hair and wool.

Thus, the multigene families of IF proteins also include

these keratins. While in epithelial cells keratin filaments are organized
in seemingly irregular patterns of a cytoskeletal network (henceforth
named as cytoskeletal keratins), in epidermal appendages such as hair and
wool the keratins form very orderly arrays of microfibrils

(henceforth

named as microfibrillar keratins) embedded in a rigid matrix of other
proteins (much like steel rods embedded in concrete!) (Jones, 1975; for
reviews see Crewther et
Hanukoglu, 1986).

al.,

1965; Fraser

et

a/.,

1972; Fuchs and

The proteins that constitute the matrix in epidermal

appendages are also called keratins. However, as these "matrix keratins"
are completely different from the microfibrillar <x-keratins, both in terms
of their sizes (6-20Κ vs. 40-70 K) and their primary and secondary
structures, we shall not cover studies on these keratins here.
In vertebrates the total number of different keratins varies between
2-20 across species (Moll et al., 1982; Fuchs and Marchuk, 1983). Most,
if not all, keratins (both cytoskeletal and microfibrillar) can be grouped
into two distinct classes of sequences (Crewther et

al.,

1978, 1980;

Fuchs et al., 1981; Hanukoglu and Fuchs, 1982, 1983; Dow ling et

al.,

1983; Fuchs and Marchuk, 1983; Steinert et at., 1983, 1984). These two
classes were named as type I and type II keratins, respectively (Hanukoglu
and Fuchs,

1983) extending a nomenclature used for

fragments (Crewther et al., 1978).

wool

keratin

The type I keratins are relatively

acidic (isoelectric pH 4.5-5.5) and small ( M r 40,000-59,000), whereas
the type II keratins are more basic (isoelectric pH 6.5-7.5) and larger (M r
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In contrast to the other IF proteins, a single keratin

polypeptide cannot polymerize into filaments by itself. The formation of
keratin filaments requires a pairwise association and polymerization of at
least two different keratins (Lee and Baden, 1976; Steinert et at., 1976,
1982).

In vitro polymerization studies indicate that the type I and type

II keratins may be these necessary building blocks of keratin filaments
(Franke et ai,

1983; Quinlan et at., 1984).

This hypothesis is further

strengthened by the observations that at least one member of each of
these two classes of keratins is present in all epithelial cells (Kim et at.
1983; Eichner et at., 1984), and that type I and type II keratins and their
corresponding genes are found in all vertebrates (Fuchs et

at., 1981;

Fuchs and Marchuk, 1983).
The

category of

neurofilament

proteins

includes three

distinct

polypeptides (M r 62,000, 107,000, and ~140,000) named, respectively, as
NFP-L, NFP-M, and NFP-H (Geisler et al., 1984, 1985). These three NFP,
and the other non-keratin IF proteins, desmin, vimentin, and GFP represent
single proteins and appear to be encoded by genes that are present in a
single copy in the genome of all vertebrate species examined to date
(Capetanaki et at., 1983; Lewis and Cowan, 1985; Quax et at., 1984;
Zehner and Paterson, 1983; Lewis et ai.,

1984).

Consistent with the

singular presence of desmin, vimentin, and GFP in most tissues, these
proteins can assemble

into IF by self-polymerization (homopolymer

formation) (Steinert et at., 1982; Geisler, Kaufmann and Weber, 1982).
Desmin,

vimentin

and

copolymerization in vitro

GFP can

also

form

heteropolymer

IF

(Steinert et ai., 1982), as well as in

by
situ

in tissues and cells where these proteins coexist (Quinlan and Franke,
1982; Wang et at., 1984). NFP-L can form filaments by itself but NFP-M,
and NFP-H also participate in the formation of neurofilaments in

situ
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(Liem and Hutchison, 1982; Sharp et al., 1982; Steinert et al., 1982;
Hirokawa et al., 1984).
Despite major differences among the various IF proteins (especially
the

M r range:

40,000-70,000,

excluding

NFP-M

and

NFP-H),

the

ultrastructures of the filaments formed by these proteins are highly
similar (Kallman and Wessells, 1967; Henderson et al., 1982; Milam and
Erickson, 1982).
proteins

and

Prior to the determination of the sequences of IF
microfibrillar

keratins,

a

number

of

biochemical,

immunological and physiochemical studies indicated that both of these
two groups of proteins are structurally related, and that both contain long
regions of mainly cx-helical conformation in the center, and a staggered
conformation of unknown structure at the amino and carboxy terminal ends
(Crewther and Harrap, 1967; Fraser et al., 1972, 1976; Skerrow et

al.,

1973; Jones, 1975; Steinert, 1978; Steinert, Idler and Goldman, 1980;
Weber, Osborn and Franke, 1980). Since the early studies of Pauling and
Corey (1953) and Crick (1953) it is thought that the helical regions of
these proteins intertwine around one another to form a coiled-coil rod and
that these rods are linked end-to-end to form a rope-1 ike filament that
constitutes a protofibril.
constitutes the microfibrils

A bundle of
and IF.

about

10 such

protofibrils

Although some early

studies

suggested that in each protofibril the number of polypeptide chains aligned
side-by-side is three (Crewther and Harrap, 1967; Skerrow et a I., 1973;
Steinert, 1978; Steinert, Idler and Goldman, 1980), more recent studies
indicate that this number is two (Gruen and Woods, 1981; Geisler and
Weber, 1982; Woods and Gruen, 1983; Quinlan et

a I., 1984).

Model

building studies and analyses of the sequences of microfibrillar keratins
also indicate that the basic unit of protofibrillar structure is made up of
two

intertwined

McLachlan, 1978).

orhelical

polypeptide chains (Parry

et

al.,

1977;
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The positioning of the non-helical terminal regions of the IF proteins
in the overall structure of the protofibril is not known yet. The terminal
sequences of IF proteins can be extensively digested without disrupting
the ability of these proteins to assemble into filaments (Steinert et
1983; Lu and Johnson, 1983).
terminal extensions cannot
(Geisler et al.. 1982).

at.,

Yet, the helical segments without the
assemble into filaments

by themselves

Thus, it is currently thought that the terminal

domains largely project from the central coiled-coil rod and contribute to
both end-to-end linkage of IF proteins within the protofibril and the
interactions of these proteins with other cellular molecules.

III.

COMPARISON OF THE SEQUENCES AND PREDICTED
SECONDARY STRUCTURES OF THE IF PROTEINS

Currently, the complete or nearly complete sequences of over 10
different IF proteins and microfibrillar keratins are known (Fig. 1).
Analysis of these sequences indicate two major structural motifs;
central

region

of

about

300

residues

predominantly

1) A

in oo-helical

conformation, and 2) amino and carboxy terminal regions that show an
amazing variability in their lengths and sequences across different IF
proteins subclasses, but which appear to be conserved across species for
each subclass.

These results

are

in general consistent

observations noted in the previous section.

with

the

However, the analyses based

primarily on sequence data present a more precise model for the structure
of the IF proteins that is, in some important respects, different from
those of some of the earlier studies. (For a detailed discussion see
Geisler and Weber, 1982).

A comparison of the sequences and the
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Anino terminus
1 SVLYCSSSKQFSSSRSGGGGGGGSVRVSSTRGSLGGGLSSGGFSGGSFSRGSSGGGCFGGSSGGYGGFGGGGSFGGGYGGSSFGGGYGGSSFCGGYGGSS
101 FGGGSFGGGSFGGGSFGGGGCGGGFGGGGFGGDGGGLLSGNFIDKVRF
HT-I :
1 MTTCSRQFTSSSSMKGSCGIGGGIGAGSSRISSVLAGGSCRAPNTYGGGLSVSSSRFSSGGAYGLGGGYGGGFSSSSSSFGSGFGGGYGGGLGTGLGGGF
101 GGGFAGGDGLLVGS

MT-I

:

HT-II:
MT-II:
CDES
HVIM
MGFP
PNFP

:
:
:
:

1 STKTTIKSQTSHRGYSASSARVLGLNRSGFSSVSVCRSRGSGGSSAMCGGAGFGSRSLYGVGSSKRISIGGGSCGIGGGYGSRFGGSFGIGGGAGSGFGF
101 GGGAGFGGGYGGAGFPVCPLGGIQEVTINQSLLTPLNLQIDPTIQRVRTE
1 SQSYSSSQRVSSYRRTFGGGTSPVFPRASFGSRGSGSSVTSRVYQVSRTSAVPTLSTFRTTRVTPLRTYGSAYQGAGELL
DFSLADAMNQEFLQTRTN
1
STRSVSSSSYRRMFGGPGTSNRQSSNRSYVTTSTRTYSLGSLRPSTSRSLYSSSPGGAYVTRSSAVRLRSSMPGVRLLQDSVDFSLADAINTEFKNTRTN
1
...LGTMPRFSLSRMTPPLPARVDFSLAGALNAGFKETRAS
1 SYTLDSLGNPSSAYRRVTETRSSFSRVSGSPSSGFRSQSWSRGSPSTVSSSYKRSALAPRLTYSSAMLSSAESSLDFSQSSSLLDGGSGPGGDYKLSRSN

Helical domain I
MT-I :
HT-I :
HT-II:
MT-II:
CDES :
HVIM :
MGFP :
PNFP :

142
52
1
151
99
101
39
101

MT-I :
HT-I :
HT-II:
MT-II:
CDES :
HVIM :
MGFP :
PNFP :

194
101
6
201
145
147
85
149

MT-I :
HT-I :
HT-II:
MT-II:
CDES :
HVIM :
MGFP :
PNFP :

293
200
105
300
244
246
184
248

MT-I :
HT-I :
HT-II:
MT-II:
CDES :
HVIM :
MGFP :
PNFP :

309
216
122
317
260
262
200
265

MT-I :
HT-I :
HT-II:
MT-II:
CDES :
HVIM :
MGFP :
PNFP :

360
267
173
368
311
313
251
316

GRVTMRNLNDRLASYMDKVRALEESNYELEGKIKEVVREARQLKPREPRDYS
EKVTMQNLNDRLASYLDKVRALEEANADLEVKIRDWYQRQR
PAEIKDYS
QNLEP
EREQIKTLNNKFASFIDKVRFMERQNKVMDTKWALLREQDTKTVRQNMEP
EKVELQELNDRFANYIEKVRFLEQQNALMVAEVNRLRGKQPTR
VAE
EKVELQELNDRFANYIDKVRFLEQQNKILLAELEQLKGQGKSR
LGD
ERAEMMELNDRFASYIEKVRFLEQQNKALAAELNQLRAKEPTK
LAD
EKEQIQGLNDRFAGYIEKVHYLEQQNKEIEAEIQALRQKQASHAQLGD

Helical domain II
KYYKTIECLKGQILTLTTDNANVLLQIDNARLAADDFRLKYENEVTLRQSVEADINGLRRVLDELTLSQSVLELQIESLNEELAYLKKNLEEEMRDLQN
PYFKTIEDLRNKILTATVDNANVLLQIDNARLAADDFRTKYETELNLRMSVEADINGLRRVLDELTLARADLEMQIESLKEELAYLKKNHEEEMNALRG
LFEQYINNLRRQLDSIVGERGRLDSELRGMQDLVEDFKNKYEDEINKRTAAENEFVTLKKDVDAAYMNKVELQAKADTLTDEINFLRALYDAELSQMQT
MFEQYISNLRRQLDSIIGERGRMNSELRNMQELVEELRNKYEDEINKRTDAENEFVTLKKDVDAAYMNKAELQAKADSLTDDINFLRALYEAELSQMQT
MYEEELRELRRQVDALTGQRARVEVERDNLLDNLQKLKQKLQEEIQLKQEAENNLAAFRADVDAATLARIDLERRIESLQEEIAFLKKVHEEEIRELQA
LYEEEMRELRRQVDQLTNDKARVEVERDNLAEDIMRLREKLQEEMLQREEAESTLQSFRQDVDNASLARLDLERKVESLQEEIAFLKKLHDEEIQELQA
VYQAELRELRLRLDQLTANSARLEVERDNFAQDLGTLRQKLQDETNLRLEAENNLAAYRQEAHEATLARVDLERKVESLEEEIQFLRKIYEEEVRDLRE
AYDQEIRELRATLELVNHEKAQVQLDSDHLEEDIHRLKERFEEEARLRDDTEAAIRALRKDIEEASLVKVELDKKVQSLQDEVAFLRSNHEEEVADLLA

VSTGD VNVE MNAAPGV
QVGGD VNVE MDAAPGV
HISDTSVVLS MDNNRNL
HISDTSVVLS MVNNRSL
QLQEQHIQVE MDISKP
QIQEQHVQID VDVSKP
QLAQQQVHVE MDVAKP
QIQASHITVERKDYLKT

Helical domain III
DLTQLLNNMRNQYEQLAEKNRKDAEEWFNQKSKELTTEIDSNIAQMSSHKS
DLSRILNEMRDQYEKMAEKNRKDAEEWFFTKTEELNREVATNSELVQSGKS
DLDSIIAEVKAQYEEIAQRSRAEAESWYQTKYEELQVTAGRHGDDLRNTKQ
VLDSIIAEVKAQFEVIAQRSRAEAESLYQTKYEELQVTAGRHGDDLRNTKQ
DLTAALRDVRQQYESVAAKNLQEAEEWYKSKVSDLTQAANKNNDALRQAKQ
DLTAALRDVRQQYESVAAKNLQEAEEWYKSKFADLSEAANRNNDALRQAKQ
DLTAALREIRTQYEAVATSNMQETEEWYRSKFADLTDAASRNAELLRQAKH
DISSALKEIRSQLECHSDQNMAQAEEWFKCRYAKLTEAAQENKEAIRSAKE

Helical domain IV

MT-I

: 457
554
HT-I : 364
H T - I I : 270
M T - I I : 465
CDES : 408
HVIM : 410
MGFP : 348
PNFP : 413

EITELRRTVQGLEIELQSQLALKQSLEASLAETVESLLRQLSQIQSQISALEEQLQQIRAETECQNAEYQQLLDIKTRLENEIQTYRSLLEGEGSSS
EISELRRTMQNLEIELQSQLSMKASLENSLEETKGRYCMQLAQIQEMIGSVEEQLAQLRCEMEQQNQEYKILLDVKTRLEQEIATYRRLLEGEDAHL
EIAEINRMIQRLRSESDHVKKQCANLQAAIADAEQRGEMALKDAKNKLEGLEDALQKAKQDLARLLKEYQELMNVKLALDVEIATYRKLLEGEECRL
EIAEINRMIQRLRSEIDHVKKQCANLQAAIADAEQRGEITLKDARGKLEGLEDALQKAKQDMAMLLKEYRELMNVKLALDVEIATYRKLLEGEECRL
EMLEYRHQIQSYTCEIDALKGTNDSLMRQMREMEERFAGEAGGYQDTIARLEEEIRHLKDEMARHLREYQDLLNVKMALDVEIATYRKLLEGEENRI
ESNEYRRQVQSLTCEVDALKGTNESLERQMREMEENFALEAANYQDTIGRLQDEIQNMKEEMARHLREYQDLLNVKMALDIEIATYRKLLEGEESRI
EANDYRRQLQALTCDLESLRGTNESLERQMREQEERHARESASYQEALARLEEEGQSLKEEMARQLQEYQDLLNVKLALDIEIATYRKLLEGEENRI
EIAEYRRQLQSKSIELESVRGTKESLERQLSDIEERHNHDLSSYQDTIQQLENELRGTKWEMARHLREYQDLLNVKMALDIEIAAYRKLLEGEETRF

Carboxy terminus
GGGGGRRGGSGGGSYGGSSGGGSYGGSSGGGGSYGGSSGGGGSYGGGSSGCGGRGGGSGGGYGGGSSSGGAGGRGGGSGGGYGGGGSSGRRGGSGGF
SGTSGGGDQSSKGPRY 569
SSSQFSSGSQSSRDVTSSSRQI
RTKVMDVH
DGKVVSTHEQVLRTKN 409
NGEGVGQVNISVVQSTVSSGYGGASGVGSGLGLGGGSSYSYGSGLGVGGGFSSSSGRAIGGGLSSVGGGSS TIKYTTTSSSSRKSYKH
NGEGVGPVNISVVQSTVSSGYGSAGGASSSLGMGGGSSYSYSSSHGLGGGFSAGSGRAIGGGLSSSGGLSSSTIKYTTTSSS KKSYRQ 552
SIPMHQTFASALNFRETSPDQRGS EVHTKKTVMIKTIETRDGEVVSEATQQQHEVL 463
SLPLPN FSS LNLRETNLESLPLVDTHSKRTLLIKTVETRDGQVINETSQHHDDLE 464
TIPV QTF SNLQIRETSLDTKSVSEGHLKRNIVVKTVEMRDGEVIKDSKQEHKDVVM 403
STFAGSITGPLYTHRQPSITISSK...FVEEIIEETKVEDEKSEM...KEEVKEEEAEEKEEKQEAEEVEAAKK...

Figure

1

553
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Figure 1 Legend. The amino acid sequences of IF proteins and the
common location of the predicted helical domains. The sequences are from
the following sources: 1) ΜΤ-l· Type I cytoskeletal keratin from mouse
epidermis (Mr = 59K) (Steinert et at., 1983); 2) HT-I: Type I cytoskeletal
keratin from human epidermal cells (Mr = 50K) (Hanukoglu and Fuchs, 1982;
Marchuk et at., 1984); 3) ΗΤ-Il· Type II cytoskeletal keratin from human
epidermal cells (Mr = 56K) (Hanukoglu and Fuchs, 1983); 4) MT-Ih Type II
cytoskeletal keratin from mouse epidermal cells (Mr = 60K) (Steinert
et at., 1984); 5) CDES: Desmin from chicken muscle (Geisler and Weber,
1982); 6) HVIM: Vimentin from hamster lens (Quax et at., 1983); 7) MGFP:
Glial fibrillary protein from mouse brain (Lewis et at., 1984); 8) PNFPNeurofilament protein-M from porcine spinal cord (Geisler et al., 1984).
Table I includes additional sequence comparisons with wool microfibrillar
keratins: WT-I: Type I microfibrillar keratin from sheep wool (Crewther
et al., 1980; Gough et al., 1978; Dowling et at., 1983); WT-1I: Type II
microfibrillar keratin from sheep wool (Crewther et a I., 1978; 1980;
Gough et a I., 1978; Sparrow and Inglis, 1980; Dowling et a I., 1983).
The dots (.) indicate missing sequence information. In cases where the
sequence of the amino terminus is not known the numbering on the left
side of the sequences start with the first known amino terminal residue
of the longest segment. The gaps in the sequences indicate gaps
introduced in order to align the sequences for optimal homology. The
position of the helical domains are based on computerized secondary
structure prediction analyses using the Chou and Fasman (1978, 1979) and
Gamier, Osguthorpe and Robson (1978) methods as previously described
(Hanukoglu and Fuchs, 1982; 1983).

predicted secondary structures of these proteins indicate the following
major similarities and differences among the IF proteins (for references
see legend of Fig. t).

A.

The Central Helical Region I s Structurally Conserved
The central approximately 300 residue long portion of all IF protein

sequences can be aligned for optimal homology without any or only a few
(1-6) gaps. In this central region different IF proteins share 2 4 * to 9 0 *
homology with each other (Fig. 1, Table I).

The IF proteins can be
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Table I. Percent homology between the central regions of IF proteins

(see Fig. 1) .

HT--II

MT- II

WT-•II

CDES

HVIM

MGFP

PNFP

HT-I

26 6

25 9

29 7

35.2

34 6

37. 1

35.0

MT-I

24 4

23 7

27 6

32.9

32 9

34 2

32.2

26 2

24 7

2Θ 0

30.8

30 5

33 3

32.3

5Θ 6

34.9

34 9

32 7

31.9

54 9

34.4

34 4

32 8

32.1

. 35.9

37 1

37 1

32.9

74 1

63 4

47.8

63 1

50.0

HT-I

MT--I

WT-•I

50 2

WT-I
HT-II
MT-II
WT-II
CDES
HVIM

ΘΘ θ

48.1

MGFP
PNFP

categorized into three major families on the basis of sequence homology
in this central region: \ ) type I keratins; 2) type 11 keratins; and 3)
desmin, vimentin, GFP, and neurofilament proteins. The sequence homology
within each group is > 5 0 * , while between groups it is 2 4 - 3 5 * .
The presently available few sequences of type 1 and type II keratin
suggest that within both of these groups cytoskeletal and microfibrillar
keratins constitute distinct subfamilies with a higher degree of homology
by at least 1 0 * (Table I). However, it remains to be seen whether this
homology difference will hold when more sequences from both putative
subfamilies will be known.
Even though there is only a low degree of homology between some of
the IF protein sequences, the secondary structures of the central regions
of all IF proteins seem to be remarkably conserved. Secondary structure
prediction analyses using the methods of Chou and Fasman (1978, 1979)
and Gamier et al. (1978) indicate that within this central region, there
are four richly <x-helical domains which are demarcated from one another
by three regions for which ß-turns are predicted with a high degree of
probability in all sequences.

The first two of these ß-turn regions
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contain proline(s)

in some, but not all sequences.
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The four helical

domains (marked as I, 11, III, and IV in Fig. 1) are predicted to be nearly
constant in size in all IF proteins and they are approximately 30-40, 100,
35-40, and 100 residues long, respectively.

Different secondary structure

prediction analyses yield slightly different lengths for the helical domains
(see references in Fig. 1 legend).

Thus, the predictions of the points of

initiation and ends of the helical domains are not precise, and these
remain to be determined by physicochemical structural analyses.
Within the predicted helical domains both charged and hydrophobic
residues

display

specific

periodicities.

The

hydrophobic

residues

predominantly occupy positions a and d in consecutive heptade repeats
of

a-b-c-d-e-f-g.

This periodicity is characteristic

of coiled-coil <x-

helical super-secondary structures and thus provides further support for
the validity of the predicted positions of the helical domains (Fraser
et al., 1976; Parry et al., 1977; Elleman et al., 1978; McLachlan, 1978;
McLachlan, and Stewart, 1982; references in Fig. 1 legend).

In these

domains both the hydrophobic and charged residues are conserved more
frequently and many substitutions

for

them

represent

conservative

replacements, e.g., Asp (-) for Glu (-), or Arg (+) for Lys (+).
Although among all IF proteins amino acid sequence homology is
higher within the predicted helical domains, it is especially prominent in
domain III and in the carboxy terminal end of domain IV.
Despite

evolutionary

divergence

of

sequences,

the

amino

acid

compositions of the total central region and those of the individual helical
domains

of

IF

proteins

have

remained

remarkably

similar.

The

conservation of the helical secondary structure of IF proteins, despite the
divergence of their sequences, may be partly a result of this conservation
of amino acid compositions compatible with cx-helicity. For example, for
each IF protein 2 5 - 3 0 * of the residues in this region are Glu and Leu, both
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Figure 2 Legend.
The amino acid composition of the amino
terminal, central, and carboxy terminal regions of IF proteins. The IF
protein sequences included in this figure are shown in Figure 1. The
keratins, marked as T - I and T - I I , are mouse keratins. The "central region"
extends from the first residue of the first helical domain to the last
residue of the fourth helical domain. The terminal regions are as shown
in Figure 1.

of which highly favor orhelical structures (Fig. 2).

It should be noted

that the significant homologies among IF proteins do not result from this
conserved amino acid composition, as a shift of the optimal alignment of
the sequences by a single residue reduces the homologies to random
levels.

B. The Amino and Carboxy Terminal Regions are Extremely
Variable A c r o s s S u b c l a s s e s of IF Proteins
The amino and carboxy terminal regions of different IF proteins show
an extreme degree of heterogeneity in their sizes, sequences, and amino
acid compositions (Figs. 1 and 2). The size differences among IF proteins
is a result of differences in the length of these terminal portions rather
than the structurally conserved central region.

In terms of amino acid

composition, the only conspicuous feature common to all

IF proteins

appears to be a relatively high ratio of serines in the amino and, to a
lesser degree, carboxy terminal regions (Fig. 2). The secondary and higher
orders of structure of these regions are not known yet, and structure
prediction analyses cannot be applied to them because of their unusual
sequences and highly skewed amino acid compositions.

Thus, future

structural information may disclose novel features at the ends of IF
proteins.
Although the terminal regions show a great diversity, the members of
each of the three major families (type I keratins, type II keratins, and
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non-keratins) can be further subgrouped on the basis of sequence homology
of these terminal regions as noted below. The available sequences of IF
proteins from different species indicate that for each subclass of IF
protein the sequences of these regions are conserved across species.
However, the extent of the evolutionary conservation of terminal region
sequences of each subclass remains to be further defined by determination
of sequences from a greater number of species.
1. Type I and type II keratins
Within

a)

cytoskeletal
their

both

type

I and type

and microfibrillar

terminal

sequences.

II

keratins

keratin

families,

the

can be distinguished

by

Although the central helical domains of the

cytoskeletal and microfibrillar keratins share 5 0 - 6 0 * homology within
each type, the known terminal sequences of these two groups of proteins
show no homology (Fuchs and Hanukoglu, 1985).

In the terminal regions

both wool microfibrillar type I and type II keratins are rich in cysteine
and proline (Crewther et

al.t

1980; Sparrow and Inglis, 1980).

The

cysteine richness of these regions readily suggests that these residues
are involved in S - S covaient bond formation between individual keratins
contributing greatly to the special characteristics and strength of the
microfibrils.

In contrast, the terminal regions of cytoskeletal type 1 and

type 11 keratins contain no or only a few cysteines or prolines, but instead
they are highly rich in glycine as noted below. However, as the sequences
of

only

a

few

members of

these

subfamilies

are

known,

their

characteristics cannot be outlined fully yet. In addition, the possibility of
the existence of keratins that share properties of both forms also
remains.
b)

The cytoskeletal

the basis
sequences.

of evolutionarily

keratins

can be further

conserved

differences

subgrouped
in the

on

terminal

The amino acid compositions of both cytoskeletal type 1 and
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type II keratins are unusually rich in glycine. The great majority of these
glycines appear in the terminal regions of the keratins as glycine is not
compatible with cx-helix.

The amino termini of all cytoskeletal keratin

sequences known to date include irregularly spaced short repeats of three
or four glycines separated by other residues or clusters of serines,
whereas the carboxy termini of some but not all cytoskeletal

keratins

include GGGX type repeats (Fig. I).
At present, the partial sequences of only two different type I
keratins from one species are known (Jorcano et a I., 1984). The central
helical regions of these bovine keratins are highly homologous with one
another ( 6 8 * homology) as well as with those of other type I keratins
from human, mouse and Xenopus (Hanukoglu and Fuchs, 1982; Steinert
at., 1983; Hoffman and Franz, 1984).

et

However, the carboxy termini of

these two bovine keratins do not show even a vestige of sequence
homology. On the basis of a comparison of these two sequences with the
sequences of type I keratins from other species, one subfamily of type I
keratins may be characterized

by a carboxy terminus that

includes

GGGXYGG type repeats, whereas the other by a non-glycine rich carboxy
terminus with a specific conserved sequence. Most interestingly, the 3

1

non-coding regions of the mRNAs of these subfamilies are also conserved
(Jorcano et at., 1984).

Most probably, as more keratin sequences from

different species are determined, other similar evolutionarily conserved
distinct variations will be observed in both type I and type II keratin
families.
A s noted above, in contrast to non-keratins, the assembly of a
keratin filament requires the pairwise association of a type I keratin with
a type II keratin.

The microfibrillar keratins include specific structural

pairs of type I and type II keratins.

Whether similarly some or all of the

cytoskeletal type I keratin subfamilies structurally match specific type 11
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keratin subfamilies remains to be determined.
examined from two perspectives:

This subject can be

Are specific type I and type

subfamilies expressed together in different tissues?
I and type II subfamilies can copolyermize in

II

Which specific type

vitro!

2. Non-keratins
a) Desmin,

vimentin

homopolymers
similar

and

terminal

and

6FP

heteropolymers

sequences.

which
with

can
one

form

another,

both
share

Although desmin, vimentin and GFP share

a lower homology with one another in their terminal sequences than in
their central regions, these terminal regions are much less divergent than
those of the keratin subfamilies (Quax et ai,

1984).

A s the terminal

sequences of the IF proteins appear to be involved in end-to-end linkage of
protofibrillar subunits, the similarity

of these sequences may partly

explain the ability of these proteins to copolymerize both in vitro and in
situ

(Steinert et a I., 1982; Wang et a I., 1984).
b) Among

observed

in

IF proteins
the

terminal

the most
regions

extreme
of

NFP.

size

variation

is

A s noted above, in

vertebrates the NF are constituted from three different proteins NFP-L,
NFP-M, and NFP-H, with respective M r of 62,000, 107,000 and Ί 4 0 . 0 0 0 .
Despite this extreme size variation, all three NFP share the same exhelical central region common to all IF proteins, and the size differences
result from the different sizes of the carboxy terminal regions (Geisler et
al., 1984, 1985). The partial sequences and amino acid compositions of
fragments isolated from the terminal regions indicate that they are highly
variable in sequence but generally share a high percentage of glutamate
( 2 0 - 3 0 * ) and lysine ( 1 6 - 2 5 * ) (Geisler et al., 1984, 1985).
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COMPARISON OF THE GENE STRUCTURES OF IF PROTEINS

Recently, the complete sequences of a hamster vimentin and a human
type I keratin genes have been determined (Quax et a/., 1983; Marchuk
et a/., 1984, 1985). These two sequences as well as mapping of intron
positions in bovine type I and type II keratin genes (Lehnert et a/., 1984)
reveal

the

following

major

similarities

and differences among IF

protein genes:
The positions of introns are remarkably well conserved among all IF
protein genes. Both human and bovine type 1 keratin genes characterized
to date have seven introns, while bovine type II keratin genes and the
hamster vimentin gene have eight introns. In each gene all but one of the
introns appear in the central helical region of the coded protein.

Six of

these introns occupy identical positions in this structurally conserved
region.
In many genes intron positions have been observed to mark the
boundaries of structural or functional domains of the coded proteins
(Craik, 1983; Go, Î 9 8 3 ; Lonberg and Gilbert, 1985). However, in IF protein
genes most of the highly conserved intron positions do not appear to
border the structural domains of the proteins. Only one intron (intron 6 in
type 1 keratin and vimentin, and intron 7 in type II keratin) occurs at the
end of the central helical region. The conserved presence of this intron at
the border of the conserved central region and the highly variable carboxy
terminal region raises the possibility that intron mediated gene fragment
shuffling might have resulted in the juxtaposition of a structurally
conserved region with highly variable segments.

However, the other

introns in the central region are all located within the helical domains.
A s noted above, both the sequence and the structure of the helical domains
are conserved much more than other regions of IF proteins. Introns appear
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neither at the border of the first helical domain and the highly divergent
amino terminal region, nor at the borders of the helical domains and the
proline and glycine rich non-helical linker regions that connect these
domains (Fig. 1; Quax

et

at.,

1983; Marchuk

et

at.,

1984).

The

conservation of the positions of the introns suggests that these may be of
some functional significance.
structure of

the

IF proteins

Yet, with our present knowledge of the
if

these positions have a structural

significance it eludes us.
Despite the strict conservation of intron position, across and within
species comparisons of the intron sequences indicate that neither the
sizes nor the sequences of introns are conserved among IF protein genes.
The regulatory sequences 5 ' upstream from the type I keratin and the
vimentin genes appear to be very divergent.
keratin gene, which
contains

Furthermore, the type I

is highly expressed in some epidermal tissues,

sequences that

share significant

homology

with

enhancer

elements found in other genes, whereas vimentin gene does not appear to
have similar
differences

sequences in the corresponding gene segments.
in the 5* regulatory

These

regions may ultimately explain

the

differential regulation of expression of IF genes in different tissues
(Marchuk et at., 1985).

V.

SEQUENCE BASED C L A S S I F I C A T I O N OF IF PROTEINS

The IF proteins have been sometimes referred to as a "family of
proteins."

Yet, as detailed above, sequence homology between some

IF

proteins can be about 1 0 * over the complete lengths of the proteins and
as low as 2 4 * in the central structurally conserved region (Table I). This
degree of diversity of sequences mandates the use of a larger set name
for the IF proteins.

Thus, consistent with nomenclature used for other
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multigene families (e.g., Regier et #/.,1983), we suggest that the group
of IF proteins be referred to as a "

superfamily".

To summarize the sequence comparisons presented above, the 20-30
proteins which constitute the IF protein superfamily can be grouped in
three distinct families

based on their

structurally conserved central region:
keratins,

3) non-keratins.

sequence homologies in the

i) type I keratins,

2) type II

The first two families include about 10

members each in mammals, whereas the third includes desmin, vimentin,
GFP, NFP-L, NFP-M, and NFP-H.

The degree of central region homology

between proteins from different families is 2 4 - 3 5 * and between proteins
within the same family it is > 5 0 * (Table 1). The proteins in each of the
three families, but especially the multi-membered keratin families, can be
further

grouped into subfamilies primarily

by the

similarities

and

differences of the sequences of their amino and carboxy terminal regions.
This classification
similarities

also

of

reflects

IF proteins

based strictly

developmental, structural,

on sequence

and

functional

differences among the proteins. The keratins are expressed in epithelial
tissues and apparently can form filaments only by association of specific
type I and type II pairs, whereas the non-keratins are expressed predominantly in non-epithelial tissues and can form filaments by both selfpolymerization and, in tissues and cells where they co-exist, by heteropolymer formation in association with another non-keratin IF protein.

VI.

THE EVOLUTION OF IF PROTEINS

The characteristics common to all IF proteins and their genes provide
strong evidence that all IF proteins have evolved from a common ancestral
protein. Thus, we can surmise that the IF proteins that exist today have
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Figure 3 . A hypothetical scheme for the evolution of the IF
proteins. The top portion of the figure shows a secondary structural
model for the ancestral IF protein based on Figure 1. In this model the
bars with the parallel lines represent the four «-helical domains; the
empty bars represent the short ß-turn regions that link the <x-helical
domains; and the black bars represent the non-helical terminal regions
that highly differ in length and sequence among the different IF proteins
(Fig. 1). The lengths of the domains within the central region are depicted
in proportion to the lengths of the respective domains (Fig. 1). The nodes
from which three lines emanate indicate uncertainty in the respective
order of emergence of the different IF protein classes during evolution.
The branches of keratin subfamilies are hypothetical and as only a few
sequences of keratins are known the number of subfamilies cannot be
estimated at present.

probably evolved from an ancestral protein which also possessed a
predominantly <x-helical central region (Fig. 3). Yet the nature of the
ancestral terminal sequences on either side of this helical region cannot
be conjectured because of the extreme variability of these in present day
IF proteins.

The possibility that the ancestral protein had no, or very
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short, terminal sequences also exists, as one cytoskeletal keratin has an
M r of 40,000, which indicates that its terminal sequences are very short
(Fuchs and Marchuk, 1983; Kim et at., 1984).
The groupings of IF proteins by central and terminal region sequence
homologies indicate that the evolution of IF proteins probably proceeded in
two major stages: \)
families;

Generation of the prototypes of the three major

2) The evolution

of

subfamilies

prototypes mainly by diversification

of

proteins

from

these

of the sequences of the terminal

regions, and to a minor degree by divergence of the sequence of
central region (Fig. 3).

the

The evolutionary paths that have led to both of

these stages most probably consisted of a series of events that included
gene

duplications,

and subsequent point

mutations,

insertions

and

deletions, as previously suggested for other multigene families (e.g.,
Markert et a/., 1975; Wahli et a/., 1981; Jones and Kafatos, 1982).
The great differences

in the types of evolutionary

modifications

observed in the central versus terminal regions of IF proteins represent
outstanding examples to illustrate the interdependence of

evolutionary

changes and structural and functional roles of protein segments. While,
during the course of evolution, very few insertions and deletions have been
accepted in the central region, the terminal regions have been completely
redesigned and structured for different IF proteins.
The

conservation

of

the

size

and

the

secondary

structural

organization of the central region during evolution was probably necessary
to maintain the ability of these proteins to assemble into coiled-coil
filaments.

Between some IF proteins the overall sequence of this region

shows up to 7 6 * divergence.

Hence, structural conservation cannot be

ascribed solely to the maintenance of a similar sequence, but also to the
maintenance of ( I ) an oc-helix compatible amino acid composition, and (2)
the specific periodicities

of charged and hydrophobic residues which
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delineate points of interaction between helices of polypeptide chains
forming coiled-coils (see Section I1I.A)
The high degree of divergence of the sequences of the central regions
indicates that many details of the surface topology of the IF proteins (the
R groups of amino acid residues project outwards from the main axis of an
(x-helix) are not crucial for defining the similarity of their secondary and
super-secondary structures.

This idea is strengthened further by the

observation that IF can be formed in vitro

and in situ

by combinations

of several different IF proteins. This degree of freedom in the choice of
amino acids that make up the sequences of IF proteins greatly contrasts
with the strict conservation of the sequences of globular proteins that
form cytoskeletal filaments — actin and tubulin.
human and Drosophila

For example, between

cytoplasmic actin sequences, there is only a 2%

divergence (Hanukoglu et a I., 1983).

This difference suggests that the

globular shapes of actins and tubulins may be disrupted more readily by
single residue alterations and that their surface topology is much more
precisely architectured for their many structural interactions, whereas
the long helical segments of IF proteins appear to tolerate substitutions
easily as long as specific residues at points of interaction between
different helical domains are maintained.
The amino and carboxy terminal regions of IF proteins are extremely
diversified across subfamilies, but the presently available few sequences
from different species suggest that the representative of each subfamily
is conserved across species (see Section III.B.l and III.B.2).

If these

observations are generalizable to a larger number of species, then the
across-species conservation of the unusual terminal sequences would
suggest that they fulfill indispensable roles in the structure of IF proteins
within the protofibril, and the interactions of these proteins with other
cellular molecules.

Thus, the different terminal sequences may be
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important in selective interactions with specific molecules in different
tissues. Yet, the question that remains is to what degree the complete
sequences of the terminal regions are necessary for
interactions?

these specific

The possibility can be raised that these terminal regions

include segments without structural importance on the basis of

the

finding that partial digestion of these do not seem to disrupt the ability
of IF proteins to form IF (Section II.B).

But, in the absence of good

understanding of the structural organization and interactions of these
regions and the degree of their across-species conservation for each
subfamily, these possibilities remain speculations and the posed question
cannot be answered reliably at present.
Understanding the mechanisms and selective pressures that have led
to the generation and diversification of the unusual amino and carboxy
terminal sequences pose some of the biggest puzzles in the evolution of IF
proteins. The following questions represent some of these: How were the
extremely variable amino and carboxy terminal regions juxtaposed with
the conserved central region? How did the glycine rich inexact repeats at
the amino and carboxy terminal regions of cytoskeletal keratins arise? Do
they share a common origin? Judging from their conserved central region
sequences, the microfibrillar and cytoskeletal

keratin subfamilies are

much more closely related within each type I and type II family.

But,

while the terminal sequences of these subfamilies appear to be completely
unrelated, cytoskeletal

keratins from different families show similar

glycine rich repeats. The sequences of these terminal regions cannot be
aligned with a degree of certainty, but do their glycine rich repeats
nonetheless indicate a common origin, or represent a case of convergent
evolution serving the need of these proteins to assemble together?

How

did the carboxy terminal portions of NFP-M and NFP-H reach their gigantic
sizes and sequences different from all other IF proteins?
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In conclusion, the many IF proteins with their segmented architecture
of a conserved central orhelical region flanked by extremely variable
amino and carboxy terminal sequences provide valuable data and pose
intriguing questions about the mechanisms of evolutionary change.
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